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Abstract

The following article discusses dynamic aspects in
function structures as a result of the simulated product
behavior in time. In this case product behavior is sep-
arated into different product states. We show how the
the product behavior can besimulatedwithin a single
state and how views on function structures are changing
by considering multiple states. In addition to that, so-
lution finding processes of effective solutions as part of
conceptual design can be supported for innovative and
creative design.

Introduction
Modeling of product functions is an essential part of pur-
poseful and methodological design. In this stage of the de-
sign process the function structure of a future product is de-
termined at an abstract level. Sub functions specified dur-
ing the functional modeling stage form the suppositions for
the following design stages such as principle modeling and
shape design (Grabowski, Lossack, & C. 1995).

To model the functional behavior of a product it is not
sufficient to regard only itsstaticstructure, i.e. the function
structure of a single state. Rather the state dependent views
on a function structure have to be examined and developed.
The aim is that on one hand the product behavior can be
simulated, analyzed and documented on a very early logi-
cal layer. On the other hand thespecification of temporal
restrictionsduring functional modeling enables a computer
based selection of physical principles with much more pre-
cision. Both methods increase the effectiveness and preci-
sion of the specification and development of new products
or product components.

The concepts presented in this paper contribute to the de-
velopment of functional design and by doing so providing
a good basis for the subsequent design stages especially the
stage of physical principle modeling.

We organized the paper into the following sections, first
describing the concept and realization of a typical static
simulation of function structures, which allows to simulate
product behavior and product analysis within a single state.
Afterwards we discuss concepts of physical principle model-
ing and present an extension to adapt it to our needs. Finally
our findings of state dependent views on function structures

and the support for analysis of effect chains as part of the
stage of physical principle modeling is illustrated.

Static simulation on the basis of function structures
A function is known as a general and wanted connection
between input and output quantities of a system with the aim
to accomplish a certain task (Pahl & Beitz 1988). In a step of
concretization functions are attributed to physical principles
(Roth 1994),(Koller 1994). With the help of this information
and the already known customer requirements the product
has to meet, astatic simulationcan be performed.

During static simulation a single state of a system is con-
sidered. Therefore the input and output quantities of func-
tion structures are specified by discrete values. The men-
tioned physical principles (or effects) as part of the subse-
quent design stage are connected to the functions by a math-
ematical relation between inputs and outputs of an effect.
In the stage of physical principle modeling this mathemat-
ical relation is called a physical law and can be computed
or verified. If the values of the input as well as the output
quantities are known, the validity of these values can bever-
ified. If inconsistencies occur, i.e. the mathematical equa-
tion known from the physical law is not solvable with the
specified values of input and output quantities, the user is
notified and asked to intervene. If otherwise only the value
of one input or output quantity is known, the correspond-
ing unknown value can becomputed. The computation or
verification of values is done step by step with each single
function of the function structure. By this means the values
of the input quantities can bepropagatedthrough so called
effect chains to the output quantities. An effect chain is a
network of physical principles (effects) connected with each
other by physical laws. The performing program module
which accomplishes the task of computation and verification
is called aconstraint solver(Grabowskiet al. 1998). In ad-
dition to that the constraint solver indicates inconsistencies
to the user.

In general the physical laws, which are connected to the
physical effects, specify the mathematical connection be-
tween input and output quantities through furtherparame-
ters. The parameters mostly result from the geometric con-
struction of the physical effect, the physical principle. E.g.
the physical law of the “pneumatic effect”p = F=A (pres-
sure is force per area) contains the geometric parameter area
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Figure 1: Example for the support of design steps through static simulation
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A. With the principle solution “pressure cylinder” this area
corresponds to the area of a piston. This indicates that the
functionality of the constraint solver must be distinguished.
The constraint solver is only able to verify the function with
its connected effect, if the input and output quantities and
all further parameters included in the physical law of the ef-
fect are specified by a value. If a single value is unknown,
this value can be computed by the constraint solver. If more
values are unknown, this results in asolution spaceof valid
values.

With the occurance of geometric parameters in physical
laws a static simulation is only feasible with a strong cou-
pling of early design stages from requirement modeling to
embodiment. Thereby the constraint solver can “recognize”
whether a parameter is already specified by a requirement,
respectively the value of geometric parameters can be read
from the shape model. If the constraint solver computes the
value of a geometric parameter, this value is written to the
shape model again. In that way an “automatic” shape de-
sign can be obtained for known values of input and output
quantities.

An example will illustrate these facts. A designer is
asked to develop a pneumatic robot gripper. From a re-
quirement list the interface conditionspneumatic connection
4bar � p � 8bar andholding force1152N � F � 2000N
are known. In the following design step the designer de-
fines a special function1 which transforms the input pressure
into a force (Figure 1(1)). A solution finding process is per-
formed on this function with the result of the physical prin-
ciplepressure cylinder(Figure 1(2)). To support the follow-
ing embodiment of a physical principle so calledeffective
geometriesare described in the solution base. In general the
effective geometry describeswherea physical phenomenon
takes place and is defined by itseffective surfaces. When the
pressure cylinder is inserted in the current solution space, its
corresponding effective geometry is also instantiated in the
product model. With this we also have the advantage of rep-
resenting the corresponding parameters of the effective ge-
ometry elementscylinderandpiston, the explicit constraints
radius of cylinder= radius of pistonandarea of piston= ��
(radius of piston)2 in the product model. After that the effec-
tive geometry has to be adapted interactively to the environ-
mental conditions by reading the parameterradius of piston
from the geometry. Hereby the the valuer = 20mm is auto-
matically fixed in the model and the constraint solver com-
putes thearea of pistonto 1256:6mm2 and determines the
outgoing force toF = 754N by the physical lawp = F=A
of the pressure cylinder (Figure 1(3-5)).

Reversion and inversion of physical principles

During the solution finding process special functions be-
come concretized to physical principles. To achieve this
mapping physical principles in the solution base are de-

1A special function is a function which describes the prod-
uct behavior by a verb and a set of inputs and outputs (Lossack,
Umeda, & Tomiyama 1998).
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Figure 2: Principle sketch of the wedge effect

scribed by their function and physical law2. With the help
of this process physical principles can be found which might
be used as a specialization of the function. The problem is
that physical principles can accomplish various functions,
the mapping process is not a one-to-one mapping. Depend-
ing on the view these functions can be interpreted as useful
or disturbing functions.

The functions which are accomplished by a principle can
be understood as “directed” because they transform an input
quantity with the functional connection (the physical law)
to the output quantity. The question arises whether the ac-
cording principle accomplishes the “reversed” function, i.e.
the transformation of the output quantity to the input quan-
tity. Three cases can be distinguished:not reversible, com-
pletely reversibleandconditionally reversible. A completely
reversible effect is for example the lever effect which in-
creases respectively decreases an input quantityforce to an
output quantityforce and vice versa. This is not possible
with all effects. For example we have a look at the wedge
effect in more detail. The wedge effect accomplishes the
function “scale force into force” with the according physical
law F2 = F1 � tan(�), the input quantityforceF1 and the
output quantityforceF2 (cf. Figure 2). However whether
this principle can be used reversely depends on the gradient
angle�. If this angle was designed too flat (approximately
< 20o) the principle can not be reversed. We call this, the
wedge effect isconditionally reversible.

Another usage of physical principles arises by theirin-
verseusage. In this case the direction of the special function
is the same, i.e. the input quantity becomes transformed to
the output quantity. The difference is that the value of the
input quantity is negated. For example the given input quan-
tity F1 of the wedge effect (Figure 2) is not a pressing force
but a tractive force. It can be seen easily that the wedge ef-
fect cannotbe used inverse, because a tractive force at the
input does not result in a tractive force at the output.

With the knowledge whether a principle can be used re-

2We call the inherent connection between a supposition and its
solution a solution pattern. In this case a pattern for a physical
solution is established by a function as supposition and a physical
law as solution (Grabowski, Lossack, & C. 1995).
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versely and/or inversely an analysis of effect chains is possi-
ble. But first we have a closer look at state dependent views
on function structures.

State dependent views on function structures

All functions of a product can be established by a system-
atic investigation of the product life cycle stages3 (Figure 3).
Therefore during the design it has to be considered that for
multiple usage of a product both deployment functions for
the actual purpose of the product and reset function have to
be established. Production and marketing functions are fur-
ther developed during the design process together with later
stages, such as scheduling and tooling. Recycling functions
are established during the design process (Grabowski, Rude,
& Langlotz 1994),(Grabowski, Rude, & Langlotz 1996).

transport functions
(e.g. gap because of max. transport size)

1- to n-times usage

reset functions

deployment functions

usage functions

assembly functions
(e.g. drill hole for assembly)

manufacturing functions
(e.g. gap for cutter spill)

production

functions
and marketing recycling

functions

time

Figure 3: Product life cycle approach with using function
concepts

Usage functions specify the behavior and in this sense
states and state transitions of a product. On the functional
level the state of a product is determined by its output quanti-
ties. That means that the change of output quantities in time
can be assigned to states and state transitions. In Figure 4
this relation can be seen with the help of an example, a
robot gripper. While investigating the product functions
of the robot gripper the statesreleased and hold can
be derived immediately. The state transition from the state
released to the statehold is described asgrip (deploy-
ment function). The opposite state transition isrelease
(reset function). Having modeled states and state transitions
the ideal change in time of the output quantityholding force
can be specified.

The output quantity is determined by a mathematical
function processing the input into the output quantity.
Therefore having knowledge about the output quantity (i.e.

3This notion of a function is different from the concept we have
used so far. This definition of a function is often refered to as the
verb-noun approach, because the product behavior is described by a
noun and its transforming verb. We call this type aproduct function
(Lossack, Umeda, & Tomiyama 1998), whereas the function flow
described by its inputs and outputs is defined by aspecial function
(Figure 1(1))

released hold

grip

release

t
0

t
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t
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F(t)

0 N

holding force F

time t

Figure 4: Relation between states, state transitions and the
graph of the output quantity

change of behavior in time) properties and features of the in-
put can be derived. Within the robot gripper example state-
ments about the pneumatic interfaces can be made, such as:
the statereleased can be reached with pressure and the
statehold without pressure. This is also true for the reverse
order whereas the function has to be adapted appropriately.

The functions (function structures) established to meet
a desired product behavior are always related to a certain
state respectively state transition. The upper part of Figure 5
shows the function structure of the robot gripper example in
the state transition grip respectively the state hold. If now
the designer models the state transitionrelease, then he/she
has a differentviewof the function structuregrip. In case of
the functiongrip especially the generation and transforma-
tion of a force is of importance. On the other side in the state
transitionreleasethere is no force at all because there is no
pressure either. Therefore the reset functionreleasedoes not
have to counteract this force.

On the other side the jaws cover a certaindistancewhich
has to be reseted by the functionrelease. Therefore in the
function structuregrip from the viewpoint of the function
releasethe generation and transformation of adistanceis
of special interest. And that’s the reason why the function
structuregrip has adistanceas output in the view of the
functionrelease.

The functionreleasewill reverse thedistancethe jaws
have covered. From this it follows that the output quantity
of the functionreleaseis adistance. To generate a distance
energy is necessary. The state transitionreleasehowever is
performed by no pressure and therefore no energy. It appears
from this that energy has to be stored so that a distance can
be generated by the functionrelease. In the next steps de-
signers can search for physical principles storing energy for
the functiontransform energy into distanceand adapt this
principle in the current solution space. E.g. a mechanical
spring between the jaws can be used to open the jaws when
there is no pressure.

Analysis of effect chains
According to the different function flows of the special func-
tion structure which result from the different states of a prod-
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Figure 5: Function structure of a pneumatic robot gripper with denoted physical principles and effective geometry

uct the effect chain might be traversed in different directions.
With the knowledge whether a principle might be used re-
versed and/or inversed ananalysis of effect chainsis possi-
ble. This will be illustrated with the function structure and
related physical principles of the pneumatic robot gripper.

Figure 5shows the special function structure of the pneu-
matic robot gripper in the statehold , the concretization of
the functions to effects and the concretization of the effects
to effective geometry. With a static simulation the resulting
force at the output can be computed from the specified value
for the pressure at the input. In this case the effects are used
along the function flow of the statehold . An analysis of the
effect chain can be done by regarding the reversed function
flow as it occurs in the state transitionreleasewhen releas-
ing the gripper jaws. In this state the compression spring
between the gripper jaws puts a force on the gripper jaws.
The lever effect, which represents the effect of the gripper
jaws, is reversible. So there is no problem with the lever
effect when reversing the function flow. In the following
step of the reversed effect chain the lever puts a force on the
wedge. But the wedge effect isconditionally reversibleonly.
Depending on the layout of the wedge and its gradient angle
problems may arise (cf. Figure 2). If the gradient angle is
too flat the wedge effect is not reversible. In this case the
designer is asked by the system to increase the gradient an-
gle of the wedge enough that the wedge is reversible again.
He also might add an additional function to reset the wedge.

This can be done with an additional spring at the pressure
cylinder which resets the piston.

Conclusion
With the key concepts of state and state transitions we could
model the behavior of a product in terms of function mod-
eling with more precision and by doing so supporting the
solution finding process of subsequent stages of the concep-
tual design stage. Especially when solving problems in the
stage of modeling physical principles we found advantages
by using these concepts.

Another important point is that we can contribute to the
integration of two main concepts of function modeling; the
verb-noun approach and the function flow approach4. In this
article the product states represent the verb-noun approach
and from this the function flow approach can be derived very
easily. The main benefit of this approach can be seen in
supporting effectively solution finding processes.
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